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Abstract

The use of ionic liquids as solvents for the processing of lignocellulosic ma-
terial has received considerable attention in the last years, since it presents
remarkable advantages over previous solvent-based procedures. In particu-
lar, their ability to dissolve and treat the lignin has become of major in-
terest lately. Liquid salts at room temperature, ionic liquids have unique
physicochemical properties as compared to conventional solvents, due to the
interactions they can establish among ions and with other solutes. From
the theoretical chemistry point of view, the correct description of these in-
teractions in a dynamic environment requires computationally demanding
methodologies, and therefore settling for a certain theoretical level requires
invariably a compromise between accuracy and computational cost. In this
article we present a detailed analysis of the interactions established by com-
monly used ionic liquids with the lignin, with special focus on the role of
the cation, motivated by the discrepancies arising from literature. A mul-
tiscale simulation strategy, including static and dynamic density functional
theory and molecular dynamics calculations, has permitted to provide a re-
liable, multifaceted description of the solvation pattern of lignin, reporting
for the first time the dual role of imidazolium-based cations stabilizing both
the hydroxyl groups and aromatic rings of the lignin.
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1. Introduction1

The use of lignocellulosic biomass as a primary source for obtaining the2

chemical compounds that sustain our way of living is being intensively stud-3

ied during the last years. Lignocellulosic biomass is composed of two polysac-4

charides, cellulose and hemicellulose, and an aromatic polymer, lignin. Tra-5

ditionally, most interest has been focused on cellulose, while lignin has been6

treated as waste product. Recently, however, the recovery and use of one7

of the most abundant renewable aromatic polymers has become a relevant8

challenge for the scientific community, as a crucial step for ensuring the eco-9

nomic viability of biorefineries [1, 2, 3]. The transformation of biomass into10

valuable molecules is a complex process that requires the separation of the11

raw biomass into its polymeric components for their subsequent dissolution,12

extraction and depolimerization [4, 5]. Ionic liquids (ILs) have been reported13

to perform efficiently in the different steps of the process, both for cellulose14

and lignin [1, 6, 7, 8], overcoming the limitations other strategies present.15

ILs are salts whose melting temperature is around or below the room16

temperature, and they are usually formed by an inorganic anion, and an or-17

ganic cation. The nature of the selected ions determines the physicochemical18

properties of the material, and therefore, each IL shows a diverse ability to19

dissolve the different parts of the lignocellulosic biomass. There is a mas-20

sive amount of possible combinations, and in the last years, scientists have21

tried to elucidate the role of each constituent on its final performance [9].22

This task becomes highly complicated when it comes to lignin; besides its23

intrinsic structural heterogeneity and variability, it undergoes several chemi-24

cal modifications throughout the process, making experimental results highly25

dependant on the particular type of lignin and process employed [3]. Con-26

sequently, the basic features of the lignin-IL interactions, upon which the27

whole dissolution, depolimerization and processing rely, are still not well un-28

derstood.29

The theoretical chemistry community has also contributed to this effort;30

most theoretical works study this type of systems by using density functional31

theory (DFT), considering only one lignin monomer (represented by a small32

model) and one or two molecules of IL, either in gas phase [10, 11] or sur-33

rounded by implicit solvent [? ? ]. Including the influence of the liquid34

environment proved to be crucial to reproduce the experimental results in35
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the work by Sun et al., where the solvation of dilignol models by cholin-36

ium and imidazolium based ionic liquids was addressed [13]. Accordingly,37

Janesko included the influence of an aqueous environment by means of the38

Solvation Model based on Density (SMD) for analyzing the interaction of39

imidazolium-based ILs with the monolignol unit [? ], and the generalized40

SMD for ILs (SMD-GIL) [14] in a posterior work [? ], devoted to analyzing41

the depolymerization of lignin by ILs. Even though initially it was suggested42

that the anion has a dominant role in the solubilization of lignin [15, 11, 16],43

recent works employing DFT [10] suggest that the picture is rather complex44

and both anion and cation contribute to the process, even if the role of the45

latter is still unclear [17]. In particular, Janesko suggested that the cation46

contributed to the solvation of lignin via π stacking interactions in the case of47

imidazolium-based interactions [? ], on the contrary to experimental works48

indicating the side chain modulates the affinity for lignin [17, 18, 19].49

The static DFT calculations performed so far on the solvation of lignin50

by ILs provide an accurate representation of the interactions present in the51

system. However, they are limited by their lack of ability to capture the52

fluctuating nature of liquid environments. A possibility to noticeably improve53

the representation of these interactions is to include explicitly the molecules54

of the solvent and carry out molecular dynamics (MD) calculations for such55

type of system. Indeed, some groups have studied the lignin solvation by56

explicit IL ion pairs, by means of classical MD calculations, providing an57

atomic level description of the system, based on parameterized force fields.58

Employing those methods, Moyer and coworkers [17] analyzed the solvation59

ability of selected ILs and compared the results with experimental data.60

They observed that, even if both type of ions take part in the solvation of the61

lignin, the characteristics of the anion do not correlate with the experimental62

solvation ability of the liquid. Zhu et al. [20], choosing a similar methodology,63

provide a more detailed description of the lignin solvation in an imidazolium-64

based IL: apart from reporting a π-π interaction between the imidazolium65

ring and the lignin in agreement with Janesko et al. [? ], they include66

the formation of H bonds between the cation ring hydrogens with the lignin67

hydroxyl group and ring π system.68

Even if these classical MD techniques provide statistically significant tra-69

jectories of big systems at a reasonable computational effort, they have limi-70

tations in correctly representing intermolecular interactions that are the basis71

of IL physicochemical properties, as dispersion and charge transfer interac-72

tions. The adequate representation of such interactions can be obtained by73
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the much more computationally demanding ab initio MD (AIMD) methods74

(not yet considered in the literature for the lignin-IL system), which provide75

an electronic level description of the system, based on DFT, at a much higher76

computational cost. As a consequence, the accumulation of sufficient statis-77

tical sampling and thus, the dependence of the results on the initial geometry78

chosen is a limitation of these methods. Therefore, considering that classi-79

cal and ab initio MD contributions provide complementary insights into the80

system under study, the present work aims to tackle the solvation pattern of81

lignin from a multiscale perspective, assessing and overcoming the limitations82

of each particular method. These dynamic simulations will be complemented83

with static, cluster-continuum representations of the solvation process.84

Among the vast choice of ILs available, we have chosen to study an imi-85

dazolium based IL, which are the most widely used and studied type of IL. In86

particular, we considered the butyl-methylimidazolium chloride ([BMIM][Cl])87

(see Figure 1 (a)), known to be capable to dissolve both cellulose and lignin88

simultaneously [21]. Recently, [BMIM][Cl] was reported to efficiently dissolve89

and depolymerise lignin from corn stover [22]. Furthermore, [BMIM][Cl] is90

a particularly interesting IL to study from a computational chemistry point91

of view, since each type of ion interacts with neutral organic molecules in a92

distinct manner: dispersion interactions are established by the cation, and93

dipole-charge interactions by the anion [23, 24]. Therefore, this IL does not94

only permit the separation of the role of each ion, but also the influence of95

each type of interaction. Special attention will be payed to the role of the96

cation, which is still a matter of debate in the literature. Finally, since the97

melting temperature of this IL (342 K [25]) limits its interest from the exper-98

imental point of view, the last part of this paper is devoted to experimentally99

more relevant materials, and their performance as lignin solvents is discussed100

in terms of the interactions they are able to establish with the solute.101

2. Computational details102

In order to keep DFT based calculations within an acceptable compu-103

tational cost, lignin is represented in this work as a monolignol model (see104

Figure 1 (b)), in consonance with the other DFT studies in the literature [?105

16]. For the sake of consistency, the same model is considered in all the dif-106

ferent theoretical approaches employed in the study. The use of small models107

to represent lignin implies a significant approximation to the real system, but108

has also two remarkable advantages: firstly, it considerably reduces the com-109
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Figure 1: Chemical structures of the (a) ionic liquid butyl-methylimidazolium chloride,
[BMIM][Cl], and (b) lignin model used, together with the numbering used throughout the
text

putational cost of the calculations. Secondly, given the intrinsic variability110

of the lignin structure and the difficulty of its experimental characterization,111

we can focus on the basic moieties of the polymer that provide fundamental112

information of the interactions between selected parts of the lignin and the113

ILs. The latter is specially important given that these interactions are known114

to have relevance not only in the dissolution step, but also during the whole115

transformation process of lignin, as the depolimerization.116

For the sake of clarity, the atom numbering of the lignin model and the117

BMIM+ cation presented in Figure 1 will be used throughout this work for118

referring to the atoms, specifying first the molecule the atom belongs to, then119

the type of atom, and finally its position in the molecule. For example, ligO11120

refers to the O atom in position 11 of the lignin molecule, as numbered in121

Figure 1.122

The classical MD calculations were carried out by the LAMMPS code123

[? ]. The interactions of the lignin molecule were modeled by the OPLS-AA124

force-field [? ], while the interactions of the IL were represented by a recently125

parameterized force-field by Mondal et al. [26]. The initial configuration of126

the molecules within the simulations box was obtained by randomly placing127

160 pairs of IL molecules and a single lignin molecule by the Packmol package128

[? ]. The SHAKE algorithm was applied during the integration of the equa-129

tions of motion of the stretching terms of the bonds that include a hydrogen130

atom. The long-range interactions were computed by the particle-particle131
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particle-mesh algorithm (PPPM) [? ] and a timestep of 2 fs was set. During132

the first 1 ns of the run, the NPT ensemble was adopted by applying the133

Parrinello-Rahman [? ] barostat keeping the cubic shape of the simulation134

cell. Thereby, an equilibrium value of the volume at P = 1 atm and T = 373135

K was obtained, with a density of 1.005 g/cm3. Then, the NVT ensemble136

was used at T = 373 K for 10 ns for the correct thermal equilibration of the137

system followed by 10 ns of production run.138

AIMD simulations were produced at the same temperature based on the139

Born-Oppenheimer approach as implemented in the Quickstep code of the140

CP2K software [27]. The functional used was BLYP[32, 33? ], with D2141

dispersion correction by Grimme [? ], combined with DZVP-MOLOPT-SR-142

GTH basis sets [? ]. Two production runs of around 95 ps were obtained,143

starting from two different geometries extracted from the classical MD sim-144

ulation, in order to attenuating the influence of the initial geometry in the145

AIMD results. In these calculations, the monolignol model was surrounded146

by 20 IL ion pairs. The high computational cost of AIMD calculations in147

comparison to classical MD simulations makes the accumulation of a suffi-148

cient statistical sample a limiting factor of this theoretical approximation.149

The simulation time required for the system to converge starting from ar-150

bitrary geometries was estimated by carrying out classical MD simulations151

with the same set up as AIMD calculations, namely a box of 20 IL pairs152

and a time step of 0.5 fs. In these simulations, the ligH11-Cl− interaction,153

consistently reported to be a stable interaction in the literature, shows no sig-154

nificant variation from 90-100 ps on, besides the exchange of the anion with155

the bulk, which is not the scope of the present paper (see Supplementary156

Material). Consequently, AIMD runs of this time length were considered to157

be reliable enough for studying the solvation pattern of lignin in the selected158

IL.159

The distribution of the ions around the lignin in both ab initio and clas-160

sical MD calculations was analyzed by means of radial distribution functions161

(RDFs) computed with the TRAVIS trajectory analyzer [28]. The radial dis-162

tribution function or g(r) gives the distribution of the density with respect163

to distance around a referential particle. Therefore, it provides structural164

information around the particle of interest. Additionally, a topological anal-165

ysis of the electronic density of the IL-lignin interactions throughout the dy-166

namic calculations was performed by the average Non Covalent Index method167

(aNCI) as implemented in the NCIplot software[29, 30].168

Finally, static DFT calculations were performed by means of the Gaus-169
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sian software [31]. Following a cluster-continuum approach, three IL pairs170

of ions were explicitly included in the coordination shell of lignin, and the171

rest of the solvent was modeled by an implicit continuum. For the latter,172

the SMD-IL model [14] was employed, whose parameters were adjusted to173

fit the characteristics of each IL. The structures were optimized and their174

frequencies calculated to guarantee the stationary nature of the obtained ge-175

ometries. Several local energy minima were characterized for each IL at the176

B3LYP/SVP [32, 33, 34, 35] level corrected with Grimme’s dispersion cor-177

rection [36], among which the global minimum will be considered for discus-178

sion (see Supplementary Material). Energies were refined by M062X/TZVP179

[37, 38, 35] single point calculations. The affinity of the IL with the lignin180

was estimated as the electronic energy difference between the optimized181

monolignol-IL complex and the infinitely separated monolignol and IL ion182

pairs system. The latter was obtained by maintaining the optimized geome-183

try of the complex.184

3. Results and discussion185

3.1. Molecular dynamics study186

The RDF of the Cl− anions around the lignin obtained from the classical187

MD trajectory reveals, as expected, a sharp first neighbour peak, suggesting188

that they interact preferentially with the hydroxyl group of the lignin via its189

ligH11 atom (see Figure 2(a)). The maximum of the RDF is found at around190

190 pm, and the first minimum at 340 pm. Although this minimum is quite191

low, is not strictly zero, which indicates that there is an exchange of Cl−192

anions between the first solvation shell and the bulk.193

Regarding the participation of the cations on the solvation of the lignin194

molecule, the overall picture shows a rather weak organization of the cations195

around the lignin. The interactions between imiH2-5 and ligO11 or π system196

of the lignin reported in the literature [20] were not observed; RDFs show197

no significant correlation between the imiH2-5 atoms and ligO11 (see Figure198

2(b)). Furthermore, there is no indication of a π-π interaction between the199

imidazolium ring and the solute, but rather some structuration of the cation200

side chain (in particular the terminal imiC9 carbon) around the lignin ring201

at 500 pm (see Figures 2(c) and (d)).202

Aiming for an improved description of the interactions established be-203

tween the IL and lignin, ab initio MD calculations were performed starting204
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Figure 2: Radial distribution functions obtained from the classical MD simulations between
several atomic species: (a)ligH11 - Cl−, (b) ligO11 - imiH5, ligO11 - imiH3 and ligO11 -
imiH2, (c) ligring COM-imi ring COM and ligring COM-imi alkyl side chain COM, and
(d) ligring COM-imiC6, ligring COM-imiC7, ligring COM-imiC8 and ligring COM-imiC9.
COM stands for center of mass.

from two different configurations extracted from the classical MD trajec-205

tory. Overall, both AIMD trajectories indicate very similar solvation pattern206

of the lignin. For the sake of brevity, only one of the AIMD trajectories207

(named AIMD1) will be discussed throughout the document; the structural208

and topological analysis of the other trajectory (named AIMD2) is available209

as Supplementary Material.210

As expected, a very localized peak at around 206 pm (see Figure 3(a))211

is found in the ligH11-Cl− RDF, which decreases to 0 at around 280 pm,212

indicating no exchange of chlorine anions with the IL during the first 95 ps.213

In line with classical MD calculations, the AIMD calculations do not show214

a π-π interaction between imidazolium and lignin rings, as reported in the215

literature, but rather a structuration of the aliphatic chains of the cation216

around the lignin ring, in particular carbons imiC8 and imiC9 at 375 pm (see217
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Figures 3 (c) and (d)). In fact, if the evolution of the ligring-imiring RDF218

of AIMD1 is analyzed in 10 ps intervals (see Figure S4), we can observe219

that the ligring-imiring interaction has indeed been explored between 10 and220

40 ps, for then losing relevance during the remaining 55 ps. Finally, on221

the contrary to classical MD simulations, AIMD calculations do report a222

significant correlation between a H atom of the imidazolium molecule and223

ligO11 (see Figure 3(b)) at around 230 pm. Nevertheless, instead of imiH2224

and imiH3 reported by Zhu et al., in our case the most acidic proton, imiH5,225

is the one which interacts more strongly.226

Figure 3: Radial distribution functions obtained from AIMD calculations between several
atomic species: (a)ligH11 - Cl−, (b) ligO11 - imiH5,ligO11 - imiH2, ligO11 - imiH3, (c)
ligring COM-imi ring COM and ligring COM-imi side chain COM, and (d) ligring COM-
imiC6, ligring COM-imiC7, ligring COM-imiC8 and ligring COM-imiC9. COM stands for
center of mass.

The nature of the interactions was analyzed by means of the aNCI method227

[29, 30] (see Figure 4), already successfully applied on similar systems [24].228

The analysis shows two type of interactions between the lignin and the IL: i)229
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a localized, strong hydrogen bond interaction with the hydroxyl group (blue230

surface in Figure 4(a)), and ii) dispersed, non directional London interac-231

tions with the ligO11 (see Figure 4(a)) and aromatic ring (see Figure 4(b)),232

represented as wide green surfaces. These interactions correspond precisely233

to i) the ligH11 - Cl− bond and ii)ligO11 - imiH5 and ligring -imi side chain234

interactions identified in the RDFs in Figure 3.235

Figure 4: aNCI analysis of the interactions established by (a) ligH11 (localized, blue
surface close to the hydrogen, sign(λ2)ρ = -0.038) and ligO11 (wide green surface around
the oxygen atom, ρ ' 0.012) and (b) ligring (wide green surface above and below the ring,
ρ ' 0.014) with the surrounding IL within a radius of 4 Å

.

In summary, ab initio and classical MD simulations overall show a similar236

solvation picture of lignin: the strongest interaction is the one between the237

hydroxyl and the anion, while the rest of the molecule establishes disper-238

sion interactions with the cations. In particular, both theoretical description239

levels suggest a preference of ligring for the alkyl chain of the imidazolium240

cation as compared to the imidazolium ring. AIMD calculations predict241

overall stronger dispersion interactions than classical MD calculations; this242

is evident when comparing the ligring-imialkyl chain RDFs in Figures 2(d)243

and 3(d); the former presents its maximum at around 500 pm while the244

second is found at around 375 pm. The difference is specially evident when245

regarding the ligO11-imiH5 interaction, which the AIMD calculations are able246

to capture while the classical MD calculations are not. While this could in247

part be due to the limited statistical sampling and consequent influence of248

the initial geometry on AIMD, the fact that very similar results are obtained249

for both AIMD1 and AIMD2 trajectories, and the observation of the evolu-250

tion of the RDFs suggest that a reasonable amount of statistical sampling251

has been accumulated.252
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These discrepancies between both methods are directly related to their253

intrinsic limitations, exposed in the introduction of this work. In order to254

assess the description of the interactions in our system by the different theo-255

retical approximations, we performed a set of scans in a small model system256

consisting of the lignin monomer and a [BMIM][Cl] ion pair. We consid-257

ered the different interactions found between the solute and IL, namely the258

ligH11-Cl− interaction, the ligring-imiside chain interaction, and the ligO11-259

imiH5 interaction; besides, the ligring-imi ring interaction suggested in the260

literature but not found in our calculations was also included. A scan along261

these interactions was carried out employing the theoretical levels considered262

throughout this study, namely the forcefield and BLYP-D/DZVP-MOLOPT-263

SR-GTH, (see Figure 5). As expected, ligH11-Cl− bonds are well captured264

by classical MD even if the minimum is found at shorter distances as com-265

pared to DFT (1.8 Å vs 2.0 Å), in agreement with the RDFs analyzed in266

Figures 2(a) and 3(a). On the contrary, the interactions between the cation267

and lignin are overall not properly accounted for by the force-field, since very268

shallow minima are found in the scans at remarkably longer bond distances269

as compared to static DFT. These interactions were identified as dispersion270

interactions by aNCI analysis, and therefore this indicates the limitations of271

our classical MD approximation to capture the dispersion interactions of the272

system, and consequently, the role of the imidazolium-based cations in sol-273

vation processes. AIMD calculations, on the contrary, do describe correctly274

the dispersion interactions, as a consequence of Grimme’s correction term275

included in the model, which was previously assessed to be key for obtain-276

ing reliable results in a very similar system [23]. Therefore, the discrepancy277

between both approaches in describing the ligO11-imiH5 interaction, and, to278

a lesser extent the ligring COM-imiC9 structuration, is most likely related to279

the limitations of the classical MD simulations.280

3.2. Influence of the ion nature281

The experimental requirements of working with [BMIM][Cl] limit its ap-282

plicability to real systems, making other ion combinations much more at-283

tractive. Therefore, having identified the basic interactions taking place in284

lignin solvation, the influence of the identity of the ions forming the IL was285

analyzed. The aim is not to describe the solvation pattern of lignin in these286

alternative combinations, but rather to have an indication of how the affinity287

of the IL for the lignin would change if other ions were considered.288
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Figure 5: Scans of the different lignin-IL interactions considered in the study: (a) ligH11-
Cl− bond (b) ligring -imialkyl side chain (c) ligring -imiring (d) ligO11-imiH5 interaction.
Blue dots stand for the force-field-based calculations and orange ones for BLYP-D/DZVP-
MOLOPT-SR-GTH. The images correspond to the local minima characterized for each
interaction; the atoms or groups of atoms among which the distance was scanned are
indicated as spheres in each case. ∆E is calculated as the electronic energy difference with
the infinitely separated fragments.

Two experimentally widely used cations and anions were chosen and com-289

pared to BMIM+ and Cl−. Namely, Et3NH+ and choline (2-Hydroxy-N,N,N-290

trimethylethan-1-aminium) were chosen; the latter is particularly interesting,291

since it is an essential nutrient. Regarding the anions, the performance of292

acetate (also experimentally observed to be efficient in lignin dissolution and293

extraction [39]), and CH3SO4
− were compared to Cl−. All the combinations294

of these ions are considered (the characterized global minima are presented295
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in Figure 6, while the rest of characterized structures are in Supplementary296

Material), with the aim of systematically assessing the affinity differences297

when altering the physicochemical characteristics of the ion.

Figure 6: IL-lignin global minima characterized at the B3LYP-D/SVP(SMD) level. Ch
stands for choline cation in this figure.

298

The calculated affinities (see Table 1) point out that the binding energy299
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Cl− CH3SO4
− Acet−

BMIM + -28.9 -30.8 -29.8
Et3NH+ -15.1 -14.3 -15.6
Ch+ -23.0 -26.5 -27.3

Table 1: Binding M062X/TZVP//B3LYP-D/SVP(SMD) enthalpies, in kcal/mol.

is dominated mainly by the nature of the chosen cation; BMIM+ based ILs300

show the strongest affinity for the lignin (between -28.9 and -30.8 kcal/mol),301

followed closely by choline based ILs (between -23.0 and -27.3 kcal/mol) and302

Et3NH+ based ILs, which show a much lower affinity (between -14.3 and303

-15.6 kcal/mol). The anions have a smaller influence, without a clear trend304

in the variation of the affinity with the anion nature. The affinity varies305

up to 2 kcal/mol for the BMIM+ and Et3NH+ based ILs, while the choline306

chloride IL shows an affinity up to 4 kcal/mol smaller than the other choline307

combinations.308

The coordination pattern found in these complexes is overall in agreement309

with the MD study presented in the first part of this work: BMIM+ and310

Et3NH+ establish only dispersion interactions with the lignin thanks to the311

alkyl chains, and, consequently, BMIM+ based ILs show a better affinity for312

the lignin, since its side chain is bigger in size than Et3NH+, which has three313

ethyl chains. Choline, on the other hand, can establish hydrogen interactions314

with its hydroxyl group in addition to dispersion interactions with the alkyl315

groups, and therefore, its affinity is comparable to that of BMIM+ despite316

its small size.317

Regarding the anions, the influence of the nature of the anion is much318

weaker than that of the cation, probably because in the complexes under319

study all of them establish a very similar anion-hydroxyl interaction and the320

influence of the additional dispersion interactions by anions is very limited.321

The selected cations, on the other hand, present a higher variability in the322

interactions they can establish, and therefore, in their affinity. This was323

already observed in other computational studies in the literature, with a324

different theoretical approach [17].325

4. Conclusion326

This work presents a thorough description of the solvation of a lignin327

model in [BMIM][Cl], clarifying some controversial aspects of the process,328
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thanks to a multiscale approach. While consensus on the role of the anion329

exists, the role of the cation is particularly challenging due to the nature of the330

interaction it establishes. In this work, we have seen that AIMD simulations331

might be necessary if these interactions are to be captured adequately.332

Our results reflect the role of imidazolium side chain when interacting333

with the lignin ring, discarding a π-π interaction between both rings, and334

consequently achieving agreement with experimental results regarding the335

role of imidazolium cation side chain, for the first time to the best of our336

knowledge [17, 18, 19]. Besides, our AIMD calculations captured a struc-337

turation of the imidazolium ring acidic hydrogen around the hydroxyl oxy-338

gen of the lignin, based on dispersion interactions. Summarizing, our results339

strongly suggest that the cation plays an important role in the solvation of340

lignin in stabilizing the aromatic ring with the alkyl chain, and the hydroxyl341

oxygen with the cation ring. Interactions with the hydroxyl group are spe-342

cially relevant for the depolimerization process of lignin, which often begins343

with its dehydration [44].344

Both findings are in line with previous theoretical and experimental stud-345

ies on the microheterogeneity of ILs and their ability to act as structure-346

directing solvents [40, 41, 42, 43]: they report that ILs are microheteroge-347

neous liquids where polar and apolar parts of the system are in separated348

domains, and act similarly when solvating molecules with a polar and an349

apolar part. The fact that it is the alkyl chain of the cation that solvates350

the lignin ring, and the acidic proton of the charged imidazolium ring is sta-351

bilizing the hydroxyl group of the solute is in perfect agreement with this352

description of the ILs.353

Interestingly, our static DFT approach points out that the affinity of the354

IL towards the lignin may be ultimately determined by the cation, given that355

the anion establishes a sufficiently strong interaction with the hydroxyl, as356

previously suggested in the literature [17]. On this regard, choline cation357

based ILs seem particularly promising, since, besides dispersion interactions,358

these cations can create a hydrogen bond with the hydroxyl oxygen of the359

lignin, providing a further stabilization of this functional group.360
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